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1. Ask questions using Q&A feature or Chat box.

2. Questions will be answered after presentation.

3. Evaluation form and teaching materials will be sent to you after the training. 

Announcement



Agenda: How to write a cover letter

Anatomy of Cover Letter

What is Cover Letter?

Introducing Elsevier

Elsevier’s Learning Support



01 Introducing Elsevier



Elsevier combines content with technology 

to provide actionable knowledge

Read Search Do

this this this



Research Workflow



02 What is Cover Letter?



Cover Letters are Important

Roles and Purpose of Cover Letter

• It takes some time to write effective cover 

letters with strong, clear, and persuasive 

messages. 

• Submitting manuscript without or with a poor 

cover letter can be a disservice to the paper.   

• It’s your chance to talk to the journal handling editor

• Tell him/her why your manuscript is special and 

worthwhile to be published

• Tell him/her why your manuscript is original, useful, and 

contribute meaningful knowledge to the journal’s field.

• Tell him/her what is your research question and mention 

important results.

• Tell him/her why this journal and your manuscript are a 

good fit. 

Tip: See Aims and Scope of the journal. 



Cover Letters are Important

Do and Don’t

• Don’t’ summarize the manuscript or abstract

• Be funny and use big words

• Overclaim or inflate your findings

• Write as details as possible

• Finish then submit it

• Highlight how your paper fits with the journal’s aims 

and scope 

• Be polite, formal, and direct to the point

• Be honest and highlight the claims you are making

• The letter should be on one-side of a sheet of paper; 

12-point Times or Areal. 

• Don’t forget to check the spelling, especially the 

editor’s name.

Tip: Check journal’s website



Check for requirements

See journal’s scope

Check for journal’s details

Navigating ScienceDirect

See Editorial team



03 Anatomy of Cover Letter



Cover Letters are compositing of … 

Essential components

• Stress that the manuscript is original

• If part of it has been published as a pre-print or 

poster, please give clear details.

• Mention type of paper you want to publish

• Research paper

• Review 

• Case report

• Etc.

• Mention that all co-authors have given their 

approval to submit the manuscript and have 

completed a conflict-of-interest form, compliance 

with ethical practices, etc.

• (If the journal doesn’t ask for reviewer suggestion 

during submission) List a few referees with their 

email address, and institutional details

• Suggest people you wouldn’t not want to review 

your manuscript as they would be conflicted.

Tip: How to use the Reviewer 

Recommender on Editorial Manager

Tip: Identify and examine potential 

reviewers by searching in Scopus

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOpT8ejj0Eg
http://www.scopus.com/


Find the experts and their co-authors

Check author’s Scopus Profile

Check h-index



Cover Letters are compositing of … 

Structure of the letter

• Your contact details

• Date

• Recipient’s contact details

• Polite greeting or Name of the editor

• Body 

• Explain why you write this letter; Include your 
manuscript’s title

• Emphasize that your work is original

• Describe your research why it’s interesting and 
important.

• Declare any conflicts/ or confirm there’re no conflicts

• Reviewer suggestion

• Sign off

• Your name, title, and institute

• (your co-author and contact details)



Anatomy of Cover Letter 

Examples



❑ Address the editor / editor’s contact / date

❑ Include your manuscript’s title

❑ Type of article / in which journal

❑ State that your paper hasn’t been published or 

under consideration by another journal

❑ Part of it has been published somewhere else

❑ All co-authors have given their approval

❑ Highlight your output

❑ Note special requirements (e.g. declare conflicts if 

any, reviewer suggestion with contacts)

❑ Your and/or co-author’s contacts

Example 1

Structure of the letter



Example 2

Structure of the letter

❑ Address the editor / editor’s contact / date

❑ Include your manuscript’s title

❑ Type of article / in which journal

❑ State that your paper hasn’t been published or 

under consideration by another journal

❑ Part of it has been published somewhere else

❑ All co-authors have given their approval

❑ Highlight your output

❑ Note special requirements (e.g. declare conflicts if 

any, reviewer suggestion with contacts)

❑ Your and/or co-author’s contacts



04 Elsevier’s Learning Support



Self-learning platform 

Research Academy provides 

courses on science 

communications and publications

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/
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Agenda: How to write a response to the reviewer

How should I response?

What is Reviewer Comment?

Introducing Elsevier

Elsevier’s Learning Support



02 What is Reviewer Comment?



Publish with Elsevier

Track your manuscript



What is in the response? 

The message from the editor and the reviewer

• Rejected without review (desk reject)

• Accept

• Minor revision

• Major revision

• Reject

➢ Send thank you note and find new target journal 

➢ Send thank you note and cake for the whole lab ☺

➢ Worth to publish but need some amendments

Doesn’t guarantee accept

➢ May be worth to publish but significant textual 

modifications and/or experiments are needed. 

➢ Discuss with the team and plan for the response.



03 How should I response?



What should I do?

Using CALM method

C: Comprehend (keep your cool!)

A: Answer (amend or advocate!)

L: List (make a list…check it twice!)

M: Mindful (make it easy for the editor – they will appreciate it!)



What should I do?

C: Comprehend

• Stay calm

• Carefully read the comments

• Take a break

• Digest

• Ask someone else to read the 

comments

• Make a list of comments and plan 

for the action

• I must thank him for positive 

comments ☺

• Many useful suggestions to 

improve this manuscript including:

– Add graphs 

– Include data

– Describe more about …..

• Many questions I need to clarify 

including:

– The methodology regarding ….

– The measurement of ……



• Start with easy one 

• Then the minor comments

• Then the major comments

• List out all evidences you need 

• Don’t forget to say thank you

• Need to add sentences to explain 

A, B and C

• Need to draw a bar chart also 

• Need to explain about X and Y, 

therefore need to add references 

about Z. 

What should I do?

A: Answer



• Double check

• Don’t ignore any comments

• Take time

• Start writing sentences in 

bulletpoints. 

• “Thank for taking your time reviewing 

my research output”

• “The requested data have been 

added (line x-y): “The experiment 

showed that …….” ”

• “The figures have been added as 

figure a and figure z respectively”

• “We want to thank the reviewer for 

the accurate suggestion. We have 

conducted several …… Therefore, 

we concluded that ….. We have 

added the summary (line xx-yy): “In 

conclusion, ….” and also add a 

reference accordingly. (aaa, et. al.) 

What should I do?

L: List



• Construct the sentences

• Clarity and structure

• Be polite

• Read your letter

• Ask someone else to 

read the comments

• Go through the check list

What should I do?

M: Mindful

❑ Address the reviewer

❑ Mention manuscript ID

❑ Response to all questions

❑ Add references, data, sentences 

per suggestions

❑ Explain and clarify the points



Tips

Useful phrases and other tips that the reviewer will appreciate 

• We agree with the referee that ….. , however ….

• The reviewer is accurate to point out ….., but …..

• Although we agree with the reviewer on ….., …….

• It’s true that ……, yet ……

• We acknowledge that our paper might have been …., nevertheless ……

• We also disappointed by the ……..

• We agree that this is an important point that requires further research …..

ꭓ Don’t forget to address to the reviewers

ꭓ Don’t forget to include manuscript title and ID

ꭓ Don’t’ resubmit the same version elsewhere : 

the same reviewer may review your work!

✓ Always use the reviewer’s comments



What if …..

When these things have happened. 

• Two reviewers disagree

• The reviewer is wrong 

• Rude reviewers 

• I don’t understand the comments

➢ Don’t play them off. You can ask the editor. 

➢ Don’t agree with them. Be polite and explain. 

If it doesn’t work, talk to the editor. 

➢ Contact the editor.

➢ Ask the reviewer to clarify. It’s ok. 



Rejection is not a red light, but a beacon 
that shine light to better path of success. 

Peer review report is not a blemish, but 
an effort trophy for both author and reviewer.



04 Elsevier’s Learning Support



Self-learning platform 

Research Academy provides courses on 

science communications and publications

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/



• Question and Answer Session

Kelwalin Dhanasarnsombut

Customer Consultant Elsevier South East Asia

k.Dhanasarnsombut@Elsevier.com

With partnership between Elsevier and Mahidol University

we advance your learning and equip you 

with skills in research workflow through customized teaching plan.

• Essential academic databases

• Research workflow for researchers

• E-content synergy for teaching and learning

• Manuscript preparation 

• Research communication

• Analysis of knowledge trends

• SDG and research

• Innovation and academic research trends

And many more



Q&A session

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/authors-
update/how-to-respond-to-reviewer-comments-
the-calm-way

https://www.journals.elsevier.com/annals-of-
nuclear-energy/news/3-top-tips-for-responding-
to-reviewer-comments-on-your-manus

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/p
ii/S1877056819300556

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/authors-update/how-to-respond-to-reviewer-comments-the-calm-way
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/annals-of-nuclear-energy/news/3-top-tips-for-responding-to-reviewer-comments-on-your-manus
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877056819300556


://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KDCOVID

Please give me some feedback

https://qrgo.page.link/d6ns5
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